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pre-order of CSP. Compositionality allows a target composed of several connected 
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other group communication to be modelled, and do without any constraint (other than 
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compositionality, is extended to other useful process building operators, such as 
choice. Our novel approach is based on introducing operations over extraction 
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Abstract
It is often desirable to describe the interface of an imple-
mentation system at a different (usually more detailed) level
of abstraction to the interface of the relevant specification.
This calls for a relation aimed at formalising the notion that
a process is an acceptable implementation of another target
process in the event that they possess different interfaces.
We conduct our investigation in the standard failures-
divergences CSP process model, formulating a suitable im-
plementation relation between the observable behaviours of
the implementation and the target process. Interface differ-
ence and bridging is modelled by endowing the implemen-
tation relation with parameters, called extraction patterns,
instrumental to interpreting implementation behaviour as
target behaviour.
Reasonable notions of implementation and extraction
patterns should result in a relation satisfying the realisabil-
ity and compositionality properties. The former means that,
if target and implementation in fact have the same interface,
then the implementation relation between them collapses
into the standard implementation pre-order of CSP. Com-
positionality allows a target composed of several connected
systems to be implemented by connecting their respective
implementations.
With respect to previous work, here we lift a restriction
that prevented broadcast and other group communication
to be modelled, and do without any constraint (other than
divergence freedom) on admissible specification processes.
Moreover, distributivity of the implementation relation over
the network composition operator, i.e. compositionality, is
extended to other useful process building operators, such
as choice. Our novel approach is based on introducing
operations over extraction patterns, mimicking (and being
compatible with) operations over processes. We feel this
constitutes a first step in the development of an algebra of
abstraction for communicating processes in the CSP model.
Keywords: Behaviour abstraction, communicating se-
quential processes, compositionality, algebra of abstrac-
tions.
Introduction
To explain the basic ideas behind our approach, let us
consider a specification network, Pnet , composed of n com-
municating processes P1, . . . , Pn, and a corresponding im-
plementation network, Qnet , also composed of n processes,
Q1, . . . , Qn. Intuitively, Pi is intended to be Qi’s specifica-
tion; we shall also refer to Pi as a target or base system, and
to Qi as a source or implementation system. Note that Pi’s
and Qi’s interfaces need not coincide. However, we assume
that the interface of Qnet at the boundary with the exter-
nal environment is the same as that of Pnet , and that we
are not interested in the details of inter-process communi-
cation within the networks Pnet and Qnet . In the CSP nota-
tion, this means that the specification network Pnet is of the
form (P1 ‖ P2 ‖ · · · ‖ Pn)\A, while the implementation
network is of the form Qnet
df
= (Q1 ‖ Q2 ‖ · · · ‖ Qn)\B
(see Figure 1).
In the usual treatment of process algebras, such as [11,
13], the notion that Qnet implements Pnet is based on the
idea that Qnet is more deterministic than (or equivalent to)
Pnet in terms of the chosen semantics. In practice, to for-
mally verify that such a property holds, one can proceed in
either of the following two ways.
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Figure 1. To establish that Qnet correctly imple-
ments Pnet , it suffices to show that each of the pro-
cesses Qi correctly implements process Pi according
to a well-chosen implementation relation, even when
the actions in which they may respectively engage are
different.
• The first approach is to compare Pnet and Qnet ac-
cording to a chosen notion of refinement or equiva-
lence. This is a straightforward approach, but one
which potentially suffers from a severe state space ex-
plosion, since the compared processes are obtained by
combining n components.
• The second, usually much better, approach attempts
to (i) show an appropriate refinement or equivalence
holds for each pair of processes Pi and Qi, and (ii)
resort to general theorems to infer the desired relation
between the complete networks, Pnet and Qnet .
Within the standard approaches, such as [11, 13], the latter
compositional way of proving correctness of the implemen-
tation network is handled only in the case when for each i,
Pi and Qi have the same actions in their interfaces.1 Yet
in deriving an implementation from a specification we will
often wish to implement abstract, high-level interface ac-
tions at a lower level of detail and in a more concrete man-
ner. For example, the link available to connect base com-
ponents Pi, Pj may be unreliable, and so may need to be
implemented, in the sources Qi, Qj , by a pair of channels,
one for data and one for acknowledgements. Or an intended
implementation Qi of Pi may be liable to fail itself, so that
the final implementation Qi is built by assembling redun-
dant replicas of Qi, and thus has each channel of Pi repli-
cated [9] (such a scenario was one of the original motiva-
tions behind the current work [10, 8]). Or it may simply
be the case that a high-level action of Pi is rendered in a
more concrete, and hence more implementable, form. As a
result, the interface of an implementation process may ex-
1Hence the networks in Figure 1 cannot really be treated by this tech-
nique, as the constituent processes should be like in figure 2.
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Figure 2. Network connectivity where each Qi has
the same observable actions as Pi.
hibit a lower (and so different) level of abstraction than a
specification process.
In the process algebraic context, dealing with interface
difference necessitates the development of what Rensink
and Gorrieri [12] have termed a vertical implementation re-
lation. This should adequately capture the nature of the re-
lationship between a specification and an implementation
whose interfaces differ; and should collapse into the stan-
dard, horizontal one whenever the two interfaces happen to
coincide. In works [10, 8, 4, 3], we independently iden-
tified this ‘collapsing’ requirement as accessibility or real-
isability, effectively pioneering it within the CSP process
model [6, 13].
Technically, in our preceding works [4, 3], processes are
formalised using Hoare’s CSP language, with its standard
failures-divergences semantics [6, 13]. The implementation
relation is formulated in terms of failures and divergences
of the implementation and target processes. Interface dif-
ference is modelled by endowing the implementation rela-
tion with parameters called extraction patterns. These are
intended to interpret implementation behaviour as target be-
haviour (translating, in particular, traces), and suitably con-
strain the former in connection to acceptable refusals.
We developed the theory of [4, 3] under that crucial re-
striction of the one-to-one communication paradigm. I.e.,
we assumed no communication action is shared by more
than two processes within a distributed network of pro-
cesses (as is the case in Figure 1). This, in particular, ex-
cluded systems with broadcast, as well as disallowed, say,
a potentially complex group protocol at the implementation
level to be abstracted into a single action at the specifica-
tion level. Another limitation of [4, 3] was that it only es-
tablished the implementation relation to distribute over net-
work composition (i.e. compositionality), not other useful
operations employed to combine and construct processes,
notably choice. We now set out to overcome such compro-
mises.
The paper is organised as follows. In the next section,
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we introduce some basic notions used throughout the paper.
The following section motivates our treatment on intuitive
grounds, and is followed by sections introducing novel for-
malisations of extraction patterns, the implementation rela-
tion, and the associated new compositionality results.
1. The CSP model
In this section we recall the basic notions involved in the
formal model of communicating systems used throughout
the paper.
1.1. Actions and traces
Processes are represented in this paper using the failures-
divergences model of Communicating Sequential Processes
(CSP) [6, 13] — a formal model for the description of con-
current computing systems.
A CSP process can be regarded as a black box which
may engage in interaction with its environment. Atomic
instances of this interaction are called actions and must be-
long to the alphabet of the process. A trace of the process
is a finite sequence of actions that a process can be observed
to engage in.
The following notations are similar to that of [6] (below
t, u, t1, t2, . . . are traces; a is an action; A is a set of actions;
and T, T ′ are non-empty sets of traces):
• t = 〈a1, . . . , an〉 is the trace whose i-th element is ai,
and length, denoted |t|, is n.
• t ◦ u is the trace obtained by appending u to t.
• A∗ is the set of all traces of actions from A, including
the empty trace, 〈 〉.
• ≤ denotes the prefix relation on traces.
• Pref (T )
df
= {u | ∃t ∈ T : u ≤ t} is the prefix-closure
of T .
• tA is a trace obtained by deleting from t all the actions
that do not belong to A.
• t1, t2, . . . is an ω-sequence of traces if t1 ≤ t2 ≤ . . .
and limi→∞ |ti| = ∞.
• A mapping f : T → T ′ is monotonic if t, u ∈ T and
t ≤ u implies f(t) ≤ f(u).
• A mapping f : T → T ′ is strict if 〈 〉 ∈ T and f(〈 〉) =
〈 〉.
To improve readability, we will sometimes use structured
actions of the form b.v, where v is a message and b is a
communication channel. We will then also talk about the
set of channels of a process rather than the set of its actions.
1.2. Failures and divergences
We use the standard failures-divergences model of CSP
[6, 13] in which a process P is a triple (αP, φP, δP ) where
αP (the alphabet) is a non-empty finite set of actions, φP
(the failures) is a subset of αP ∗ × P(αP ),2 and δP (the
divergences) is a subset of αP ∗. For a valid process P ,
its components should satisfy the conditions given below,
where τP denotes the set of traces of P , τP df= {t | ∃R ⊆
αP : (t, R) ∈ φP}:
• τP is non-empty and prefix-closed.
• If (t, R) ∈ φP and S ⊆ R then (t, S) ∈ φP .
• If (t, R) ∈ φP and a ∈ αP is such that t ◦ 〈a〉 6∈ τP
then (t, R ∪ {a}) ∈ φP .
• If t ∈ δP then (t ◦ u,R) ∈ φP , for all u ∈ αP ∗ and
R ⊆ αP .
If (t, R) ∈ φP then P is said to refuse R after perform-
ing trace t. Intuitively, this means that P can deadlock,
should the environment offer R as the set of possible actions
to be executed after t. If t ∈ δP then P is said to diverge
after t. In the CSP model this means the process behaves in
a totally uncontrollable way. Such a semantical treatment
is based on what is often referred to as ‘catastrophic’ diver-
gence, whereby the process in a diverging state is modelled
as being able to engage in any action and generate any re-
fusal (cf. last condition above).
A base process will be any divergence-free process P .
Note that this is a minimal requirement which should al-
ways be made about a specification process as in CSP di-
vergence signifies an unacceptable design fault.
1.3. Process operators
We shall now recall process operators used throughout
the paper. These are the chief ones of CSP [6, 13].
Parallel composition P‖Q models synchronous commu-
nication between processes in such a way that each of them
is free to engage independently in any action that is not in
the other’s alphabet, but they have to engage simultaneously
in any action that is in the intersection of their alphabets.
Formally,
• α(P‖Q)
df
= αP ∪ αQ.
• δ(P‖Q) comprises all traces t ◦u such that the projec-
tions (tdαP, tdαQ) belong to τP × δQ or δP × τQ,
and u ∈ (αP ∪ αQ)∗.
2Note that P(X) denotes the powerset (set of subsets) of a set X .
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• φ(P‖Q) comprises all failures (t, R ∪ S) such that
(tdαP,R) ∈ φP and (tdαQ,S) ∈ φQ, as well as all
the elements of δ(P‖Q)× P(α(P‖Q)).
Parallel composition is commutative and associative. We
shall use P1‖ · · · ‖Pn to denote the parallel composition of
processes P1, . . . , Pn.
Let P be a process and A be a set of actions of P . Then
P\A is a process that behaves like P with the actions in A
made invisible. Formally,
• α(P\A)
df
= αP −A.
• δ(P\A) comprises all traces tdα(P\A) ◦ u such that
u ∈ α(P\A)∗, and t ∈ δP or there exist a1, a2, . . . ∈
αA such that for all n ≥ 1, t ◦ 〈a1, . . . , an〉 ∈ τP ).
• φ(P\A) comprises all failures (tdα(P\A), R) such
that (t, R ∪ A) ∈ φP , as well as all the elements of
δ(P\A)× P(α(P\A)).
Hiding is associative in that (P\A)\A′ = P\(A ∪A′).
In the next two operations on processes it is assumed that
P and Q have the same alphabets. Then the deterministic
choice (P []Q) and non-deterministic choice (PuQ) are pro-
cesses with the same alphabet as P and Q, the divergences
being the union of those of P and Q, and the failures given
respectively by:
• φ(P []Q) comprises all failures (〈 〉, R) belonging to
φP ∩φQ, as well as all the failures (t, R) belonging to
φP ∪ φQ such that t6=〈 〉.
• φ(P uQ) is the union of φP and φQ.
The last operator is prefixing. Assuming that a is an ac-
tion in the alphabet of a process P , a → P is the process
with the same alphabet as P and
• δ(a → P )
df
= {〈a〉 ◦ t | t ∈ δP}.
• φ(a → P ) comprises all failures (〈a〉 ◦ t, R) such that
(t, R) ∈ φP , as well as all the elements of {〈 〉} ×
P(αP − {a}).
We also use STOPA, or simply STOP if A is clear from
the context, to denote a deadlocked process with the alpha-
bet A.
In the examples, we use simple (mutually) recursive
process definitions of the form P df= E, where E is an
expression built using the prefix, deterministic and non-
deterministic choice, and STOP constructs. For example,
P
df
= (a → P )[](b → STOP) defines a process which can
execute action a any number of times, and then perhaps ex-
ecute b and terminate. It is beyond the scope of this paper
to give a precise treatment of recursive processes, and the
reader is referred to, e.g., [13] for a full account of this as-
pect of CSP.
2. Behaviour abstraction
Consider three base (or specification) processes: GEN,
BUFe and BUFf , as shown in Figure 3(a). GEN generates
an infinite sequence 010101 . . . of messages, or an infinite
sequence 101010 . . . of messages on its output channel d,
responding to the initial message (0 or 1) received on its
input channel, c, at the beginning of its execution (note
that, formally, the process executes actions in its alphabet
αGEN = {c.0, c.1, d.0, d.1}). BUFe and BUFf are buffer
processes of capacity one, forwarding messages received on
their shared input channel, d. Note that this means that the
actions d.0 and d.1 are shared by all three processes, and
so this example does not conform to the one-to-one inter-
process communication paradigm (in a way, GEN ‘broad-
casts’ messages on its output channel d). In terms of CSP,
we have:
GEN df= (c.0 → GEN0)[](c.1 → GEN1)
GENi
df
= d.i → d.(1− i) → GENi
BUFx
df
= (d.0 → x.0 → BUFx)[](d.1 → x.1 → BUFx)
where i = 0, 1 and x = e, f .
GENc d BUFed e BUFfd f
(a)
GEN′c
d1
d2
d3
BUF′e
d1
d2
d3
e BUF′f
d1
d2
d3
f
(b)
Figure 3. Three base processes (a); and their im-
plementations (b). Note that c, d, e, f are chan-
nels and the actual executed actions are of the form
c.0, c.1, d.1, etc.
Suppose that communication between the three pro-
cesses at the shared channel d has been implemented using
three channels, d1, d2 and d3, as shown in Figure 3(b). The
original transmissions on d became triplicated and the dif-
ferent copies are sent on the channels di (i = 1, 2, 3). That
is, GEN′ sends three copies of a message, while each of
BUF′e and BUF′f forwards the first copy of the message ig-
noring the other two. This simple replication scheme works
as it can be shown:
(GEN‖BUFe‖BUFf )\{d.0, d.1} =
(GEN′‖BUF′e‖BUF′f )\D ,
where D df=
⋃3
i=1{di.0, di.1}. Suppose now that the trans-
mission of messages is imperfect and two types of faulty
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behaviour can occur: BUF′′x
df
= BUF′x u STOP and BUF′′′x
df
=
BUF′x u BUF
′
x (for x = e, f ), where BUF′x is BUF′x with all
the communication on channel d1 (for x = e) and d2 (for
x = f ) being blocked. In other words, each BUF′′x can break
down completely, refusing to input any message, while each
BUF′′′x can only fail in such a way that although one of the
channels di is dead, the other two can still be used to accept
messages.3 Since it can be shown that:
(GEN‖BUFe‖BUFf )\{d.0, d.1} 6=
(GEN′‖BUF′′e‖BUF′′f )\D
and
(GEN‖BUFe‖BUFf )\{d.0, d.1} =
(GEN′‖BUF′′′e ‖BUF′′′f )\D ,
(1)
it follows that each BUF′′′x is much ‘better’ an implementa-
tion of the BUFx process than BUF′′x.
We will now analyse the differences in the behaviours of
the processes BUF′′′x and BUF′′x, and at the same time intro-
duce informally some basic concepts used subsequently.
We start by observing that the communication between
the processes GEN′, BUF′′′e and BUF′′′f can be thought of as
adhering to the following two rules:
R1 The transmissions over d1, d2 and d3 are consistent
w.r.t. message content and can thus be directly related
to transmissions over d.4 The set of all traces over D
satisfying such a property will be denoted by Dom .
R2 Transmission over d3 is reliable, but there is no such
guarantee for d1 and d2.
On the other hand, communication between the processes
GEN′, BUF′′e and BUF′′f satisfies the first rule, but fails to
satisfy the second one, as the behaviour of BUF′′e and BUF′′f
allows all channels di to be blocked. To express this differ-
ence formally, we need to render R1 and R2 in some form
of precise notation.
To capture the relationship between traces of target and
base processes on the corresponding channels, we will em-
ploy an (extraction) mapping extr which for a trace in Dom
returns its interpretation as a trace over {d.0, d.1}. For ex-
ample, interpreting to abstract from replication yields
〈 〉 7→ 〈 〉
〈d1.0〉 7→ 〈d.0〉
〈d3.0〉 7→ 〈d.0〉
〈d2.1, d3.1〉 7→ 〈d.1〉
〈d3.1, d1.1, d1.0〉 7→ 〈d.1, d.0〉
3One could think about this scenario as modelling the situation that
in order to improve performance, a ‘slow’ channel d is replaced by three
channels: two high-speed yet unreliable channels d1 and d2, and a slow
but reliable backup channel d3.
4This follows from the way GEN′ produces its output.
Notice that the extraction mapping, denoted by extr , need
only be defined for traces well-formed according to R1, i.e.,
those in Dom (for no other traces over D will be realised
by the parallel composition of the processes GEN′, BUF′′′e
and BUF′′′f ).
We further observe that, in view of R2, some of the
traces in Dom may be regarded as incomplete. For example,
〈d1.1, d3.1, d1.0〉 is such a trace since channel d3 is reliable
and so another copy of d1.0 (i.e., d3.0) is bound to be even-
tually transmitted. The set of all other traces in Dom — i.e.,
those which can be regarded as complete — will be denoted
by dom .5 For our example, dom will contain all traces in
Dom where transmissions on d1 and d2 have not overtaken
that on d3.6
Although it will play a central role, the extraction map-
ping alone is not sufficient to identify the ‘correct’ imple-
mentation of BUFx in the presence of faults, for both the
good and the bad implementation can generate all the tar-
get’s traces, up to extraction. I.e.:
τBUFx = extr(Tx ∩ τBUF′′x) = extr(Tx ∩ τBUF
′′′
x )
where x = e, f and Tx is the set of all t ∈ (D∪{x.0, x.1})∗
such that tD belongs to Dom .
What one also needs is an ability to relate the refusals of
BUF′′x and BUF′′′x with the possible refusals of the base pro-
cess BUFx, so as to discriminate them on this basis. This,
however, is much harder than relating traces. For suppose
we attempted to ‘extract’ the refusals of BUF′′′e applying
extr to them too. Then, we would have had
(〈 〉, {d1.0}) ∈ φBUF′′′e
extr(〈 〉, {d1.0}) = (〈 〉, {d.0}) /∈ φBUFe .
Hence, BUF′′′’s behaviour (that of a buffer) would be inter-
preted as liable to refuse the initial input; yet we know from
equation (1) that BUF′′′ is actually a “good” implementa-
tion.
Thus, we abandon the ambition of interpreting refusals
made by implementations, and simply introduce a device
intended to constrain good implementations not to deadlock
when they shouldn’t, i.e., essentially, when their interaction
is not complete yet. In our example, this comes in the form
of mappings ref i (i = 1, 2, 3) thus defined, for each t ∈
Dom:
• ref 1(t) — used for BUF′′′e — will contain all subsets
R of D such that if a ∈ R−{d1.0, d1.1} then t◦〈a〉 /∈
Dom .
5In general, Dom = Pref (dom), meaning that each interpretable
trace has, at least in theory, a chance of being completed.
6Another example which can commonly occur in practice is that if the
whole sequence of actions a1, . . . , ak is extracted to a single action a, i.e.,
〈a1, . . . , ai〉 7→ 〈 〉 for i < k and 〈a1, . . . , ak〉 7→ 〈a〉, then we do not
consider a transmission complete unless the whole sequence a1, . . . , ak
has been transmitted.
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• ref 2(t) — used for BUF′′′f — will contain all subsets
R of D such that if a ∈ R−{d2.0, d2.1} then t◦〈a〉 /∈
Dom .
• ref 3(t) — used for GEN′ — will contain all subsets R
of D such that if a ∈ R then t ◦ 〈a〉 /∈ Dom .
The idea is that whenever these good implementations en-
gage in a trace t′ such that t′D=t belongs to Dom and is
not complete, each of them should only refuse members of
the relevant ref i(t) (and cannot exceed its maximals). As
a result, it is easy to check that t′ will not drive the imple-
mentations to a deadlock (i.e. together they cannot refuse
the entire D).
More rigorously, within the treatment to come, based
on the ref as well as the extr mappings, one can define
three extraction patterns epi (i = 1, 2, 3), such that GEN′,
BUF′′′e and BUF′′′f are implementations of GEN, BUFe and
BUFf w.r.t. extraction patterns ep1, ep2 and ep3, respec-
tively. This, exploiting the results presented in the rest of
this paper, can be used to infer that the equality
(GEN‖BUFe‖BUFf )\{d.0, d.1} =
(GEN′‖BUF′′′e ‖BUF′′′f )\D
holds and so prove the correctness of the three process im-
plementation of the original network in Figure 3(a).
We will present another development as well. This is
motivated by an observation that the parallel composition
BUF′′′e ‖BUF
′′′
f can intuitively be seen as a valid implemen-
tation of the parallel composition process BUFe‖BUFf . The
key question here is what would be the ‘right’ extraction
pattern against which the validity of such an implementation
can be measured. Clearly, this could not be ep1 or ep2 as
they are based on the refusal mappings ref 1 and ref 2 which
are each good for one of the processes in BUF′′′e ‖BUF′′′f ,
but not both. The solution we will propose in this pa-
per is to compose the two extraction patterns ep1 and ep27
into an extraction pattern ep1‖ep2, and then prove a gen-
eral theorem that BUF′′′e ‖BUF′′′f is a valid implementation
of BUFe‖BUFf w.r.t. ep1‖ep2.
In the rest of this paper we will present a formalisation
of the ideas outlined in this section. We will first define for-
mally extraction patterns and the implementation relation
parameterised by a set of extraction patterns together with
a realisability result. After that, two composition operators
on extraction patterns will be given together with a number
of compositionality results.
7Basically, by combining together the refusal mappings ref 1 and ref 2
into a mapping ref so that ref (t) will contain all subsets R of D such that
if a ∈ R − {d1.0, d1.1, d2.0, d2.1} then t ◦ 〈a〉 /∈ Dom .
3. Extraction patterns
Extraction patterns (used in various forms in, e.g., [4, 3])
relate behaviour on a set of external channels in an imple-
mentation process to that on an external channel in the tar-
get process. They serve two main purposes: to interpret the
behaviour and to encode some correctness requirements.
Definition 3.1 An extraction pattern is a tuple ep df=
(Src,Trg , dom, extr , ref ), where:
• Src and Trg are non-empty sets of source and target
actions, respectively.
• dom ⊆ Src∗ is a non-empty set of traces.
• extr is a strict monotonic mapping from the traces in
Dom
df
= Pref (dom) to the traces in Trg∗.
• ref is a mapping defined for traces t ∈ Dom such that
ref (t) is a non-empty family of proper subsets of Src.
It is assumed that:
– R′ ⊂ R ∈ ref (t) implies R′ ∈ ref (t).
– if a ∈ Src and t ◦ 〈a〉 /∈ Dom then R ∪ {a} ∈
ref (t), for all R ∈ ref (t).
In the above, the mapping extr interprets a trace over the
actions from Src (in the implementation or source process)
in terms of a trace over the actions from Trg (in the target
process). The extraction mapping extr is monotonic as re-
ceiving more information cannot decrease previous knowl-
edge about the transmission.
The mapping ref is used to define correct behaviour in
terms of failures as it gives bounds on refusals after execu-
tion of a particular trace sequence over the source actions.
dom contains those traces in Dom for which the communi-
cation over Src may be regarded as complete; the constraint
on refusals given by ref is only allowed to be violated for
such traces (see also definition 4.1(4)). The intuition behind
this requirement is that we cannot regard as correct a situ-
ation where deadlock occurs in the implementation process
when behaviour is incomplete, for regarding this as correct
behaviour might imply that the specification process could
in some sense deadlock while in the middle of executing a
single (atomic) action. Src 6∈ ref (t) forbids a process to
refuse all possible transmissions after an unfinished com-
munication t. The last two properties required of ref reflect
similar conditions imposed on the failures of a CSP process.
We lift some of the notions introduced above to a finite
set of extraction patterns Ep = {ep1, . . . , epn} (n ≥ 0),
where
epi = (Srci,Trg i, domi, extr i, ref i)
for i = 1, . . . , n, are such that Srci ∩ Srcj = ∅ and Trg i ∩
Trgj = ∅ for i 6= j, in the following way:
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• SrcEp
df
=
⋃n
i=1 Srci and TrgEp
df
=
⋃n
i=1 Trg i.
• domEp and DomEp are the sets of all traces t over
SrcEp such that respectively tdSrci ∈ domi and
tdSrci ∈ Domi, for every i ≤ n.
Moreover, we define a mapping extrEp for any trace t
such that tdSrcEp ∈ DomEp, in the following way:
• extrEp(〈 〉)
df
= 〈 〉.
• for every t ◦ 〈a〉 for which extrEp is defined, we have
extrEp(t ◦ 〈a〉)
df
= extrEp(t) ◦ u, where the (possibly
empty) u is such that if a ∈ Srci, then
extr i(tdSrci ◦ 〈a〉) = extr i(tdSrci) ◦ u ,
and if a /∈ SrcEp then u = 〈a〉.
Intuitively, extrEp proceeds along a trace t from the begin-
ning, leaving all the actions outside SrcEp unchanged, and
extracting ‘as soon as possible’ all the actions from TrgEp
on the basis of the encountered actions from SrcEp.
4. The implementation relation
Suppose that we intend to implement a base process P
using another process Q with a possibly different commu-
nication interface. The correctness of the implementation
will be expressed in terms of a set of extraction patterns, Ep
with SrcEp ⊆ αQ and TrgEp ⊆ αP . The actions which are
to be related by Ep will not necessarily be all the external
actions of the processes P and Q. However, the actions not
related by the extraction patterns will be the same in both P
and Q, i.e., we will assume that αQ−SrcEp = αP−TrgEp.
P
a1
am
Trg1
Trgn
p
p
p
p
p
p
Q
a1
am
Src1
Srcn
p
p
p
p
p
p
Figure 4. Base process P and its implementation Q.
Note that a1, . . . , am are actions, and Srci, Trg i (for
i = 1, . . . , n) are sets of actions.
Let P be a base process as in figure 4 and, for i =
1, . . . , n, let
epi
df
= (Srci,Trg i, domi, extr i, ref i)
be extraction patterns such that Srci ∩ Srcj = ∅ and
Trg i ∩ Trgj = ∅ for all i 6= j, and TrgEp ⊆ αP , where
Ep = {ep1, . . . , epn} (n ≥ 0). We then take a process Q
satisfying αQ = SrcEp ] (αP − TrgEp), as shown in Fig-
ure 4. We then introduce some auxiliary notions:
• τEpQ is defined as the set of all traces t ∈ τQ such
that tSrcEp ∈ DomEp if the set of extraction patterns
Ep is non-empty, and τEpQ = τQ if Ep = ∅.
• φEpQ is the set of all (t, R) ∈ φQ such that t ∈ τEpQ.
• δEpQ is the set of all t ∈ δQ such that t ∈ τEpQ.
• We will say that actions Srci are blocked at a failure
(t, R) ∈ φEpQ if Srci ∩R 6∈ ref i(tdSrci). We denote
this by i ∈ Blocked(t, R).
Note that i ∈ Blocked(t, R) signifies that the refusal bound
imposed by ref i has been breached. Moreover, τEpQ,
φEpQ and δEpQ are the only part of the behaviour of Q
that is of interest.
Definition 4.1 Under the above assumptions, Q is an im-
plementation of P w.r.t. the set of extraction patterns Ep if
the following hold:
1. δEpQ = ∅.
2. extrEp(τEpQ) ⊆ τP .
3. If t1, t2, t3, . . . is an ω-sequence of traces in τEpQ,
then extrEp(t1), extrEp(t2), extrEp(t3), . . . is an ω-
sequence of traces in τP .
4. If Srci is blocked at a failure (t, R) ∈ φEpQ (i.e., i ∈
Blocked(t, R)), then tSrci ∈ domi.
5. If (t, R) ∈ φEpQ is such that tSrci ∈ domi for all
i ≤ n, then(
extrEp(t) , (R− SrcEp) ∪
⋃
i∈Blocked(t,R)
Trg i
)
∈ φP .
We denote this by Q Ep P .
According to the above definition, within that part of the
behaviour of Q that is of interest to us we have the follow-
ing: (1) Q is divergence-free; (2) all its traces can be inter-
preted through Ep as traces of P ; (3) it is not possible to ex-
ecute Q indefinitely without extracting any actions of P ; (4)
if refusals grow in excess of their bounds on a source action
set Srci, then communication on Srci may be interpreted
as locally completed for the set of actions Srci; and (5) if a
trace is locally completed for all sets of actions Srci, then
any blocking on a source action set Srci in Q corresponds
to the refusal of the whole Trg i in P . The last condition can
be regarded as a kind of refusal extraction.
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A direct semantical comparison of an implementation
process Q with the base process P is only possible if there is
no difference in their communication interfaces, i.e., in the
above definition Ep = ∅. Then we simply denote Q  P .
A comparison can then be made using the standard refine-
ment ordering of CSP, denoted by w (formally, Q w P if
αQ = αP , φQ ⊆ φP and δQ ⊆ δP ).
Theorem 4.2 Q  P if and only if Q w P .
Proof: It suffices to observe that if Ep = ∅ then αP =
αQ and definition 4.1 reduces to the following: δQ = ∅,
τQ ⊆ τP and φQ ⊆ φP . 2
In other words, if Ep = ∅ then the implementation rela-
tion collapses to the standard CSP refinement pre-order. In
effect, this is the strongest kind of a realisability result one
could realistically hope for.
It is also easy to see that the implementation relation is
preserved through the refinement pre-order.
Theorem 4.3 If Q′ w Q and Q Ep P then Q′ Ep P . 2
5. Operations on extraction patterns
We will now introduce two operations on extraction pat-
terns, corresponding to the parallel and non-deterministic
choice compositions in CSP.
To start with, we will say that two extraction patterns ep
and ep′ are are compatible if Src = Src ′, Trg = Trg ′ and
extr(t) = extr ′(t), for all t ∈ Dom ∩ Dom ′. In other
words, if they operate on the same sets of source and target
actions, and interpret in the same way traces belonging to
the intersections of their domains. In such a case, we define
an extraction pattern ep u ep′ as follows:
• Srcepuep′
df
= Src = Src′.
• Trgepuep′
df
= Trg = Trg ′.
• domepuep′
df
= dom ∪ dom ′
(and so Domepuep′ = Dom ∪Dom ′).
• For every trace t ∈ Domepuep′ ,
extr epuep′(t)
df
=
{
extr(t) if t ∈ Dom
extr ′(t) otherwise .
ref epuep′(t)
df
=


ref (t) ∪ ref ′(t)
if t ∈ Dom ∩Dom ′
ref (t) if t ∈ Dom −Dom ′
ref ′(t) otherwise .
Proposition 5.1 It ep and ep′ are compatible, then ep u ep′
is a well-defined extraction pattern. 2
Compatible ep and ep′ are parallel–compatible if, for all
t ∈ Dom ∩ Dom ′ and R ∈ ref (t), R′ ∈ ref ′(t), we have
R ∪ R′ 6= Src. In such a case, we define an extraction
pattern ep‖ep′ as follows:
• Srcep‖ep′
df
= Src = Src′.
• Trgep‖ep′
df
= Trg = Trg ′.
• domep‖ep′
df
= dom ∩ dom ′
(and so Domep‖ep′ = Dom ∩Dom ′).
• For every trace t ∈ Domep‖ep′ ,
extr ep‖ep′(t)
df
= extr(t) = extr ′(t) ,
ref ep‖ep′(t)
df
= {R ∪R′ | R ∈ ref (tSrc) ∧
R′ ∈ ref ′(tSrc′)} .
Proposition 5.2 If ep and ep′ are parallel–compatible, then
ep‖ep′ is a well-defined extraction pattern. 2
6. Compositionality results
We can now formulate compositionality properties for
the extraction pattern based implementation relation. The
first one concerns hiding of visible actions in the implemen-
tation and base processes.
Theorem 6.1 Let Q Ep P and ep ∈ Ep be an extraction
pattern such that P\Trgep is a divergence-free process and
τEp−{ep}Q = τEpQ. Then
Q\Srcep Ep−{ep} P\Trgep .
Proof outline: In the first step, one shows that we have
δEp−{ep}(Q\Srcep) = ∅, which can be proven from
δ(P\Trgep) = ∅, τEp−{ep}Q = τEpQ as well as defini-
tion 4.1(1,2,3) for Q and P . Furthermore, one can see that
τEp−{ep}(Q\Srcep) = (τEpQ)(αQ − Srcep). Then def-
inition 4.1(1,2,3) for Q\Srcep and P\Trgep can be estab-
lished.
In the second step, one shows that if (t, R) ∈
φEp−{ep}(Q\Srcep) then there is (t′, R′) ∈ φEpQ such that
t = t′(αQ − Srcep) and R′ = R ∪ Srcep and t′Srcep ∈
domep, which follows from what has been shown in the
first step as well as definition 4.1(4) for Q and P (note that
Srcep /∈ ref ep(t
′Srcep) due to the definition of an extrac-
tion pattern). Then definition 4.1(4,5) for (t, R) can be es-
tablished using the corresponding properties of (t′, R′). 2
There are two conditions in the above theorem. The first
one, that P\Trgep is a divergence-free process, is quite nat-
ural to have, as P\Trgep plays the role of a specification
process. The second one, τEp−{ep}Q = τEpQ, is directly
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related to the way the implementation relation has been de-
fined. Basically, it states that there can be no trace in Q
which can be interpreted after appropriate projection by ex-
traction patterns other than ep, but not by ep itself. Notice
that no such trace would be considered by the various parts
of definition 4.1 for Q and P , yet after hiding the actions
in Srcep, the trace should be considered by definition 4.1
applied to Q\Srcep and P\Trgep.
Repeated application of the above result gives:
Corollary 6.2 Let Q Ep P be such that P\TrgEp is a
divergence-free process and τQ = τEpQ. Then
Q\SrcEp  P\TrgEp .
Note that the condition τQ = τEpQ above can be checked
using the standard trace refinement of CSP [6, 13].
The second compositionality result concerns parallel
composition.
Theorem 6.3 Let Q,Q′, P and P ′ be processes such that
Q Ep]{ep
1
,...,ep
n
} P and Q′ Ep′]{ep′
1
,...,ep′
n
} P
′ ,
where:
SrcEp ∩ αQ
′ = SrcEp′ ∩ αQ = ∅
TrgEp ∩ αP
′ = TrgEp′ ∩ αP = ∅
and for each i ≤ n, epi and ep′i are parallel–compatible
extraction patterns. Then
Q‖Q′ Ep]Ep′]{ep
1
‖ep′
1
,...,ep
n
‖ep′
n
} P‖P
′ .
Proof outline: Let us denote:
Ep0
df
= Ep ] {ep1, . . . , epn}
Ep1
df
= Ep′ ] {ep′1, . . . , ep
′
n}
Ep2
df
= Ep ] Ep′ ] {ep1‖ep
′
1, . . . , epn‖ep
′
n} .
In the first step, one shows that δEp
2
(Q‖Q′) = ∅, which
can be proven from δEp
0
Q = δEp
1
Q′ = ∅. Furthermore,
one can see that τEp
2
(Q‖Q′) is the set of all traces t over
αQ ∪ αQ′ such that tαQ ∈ τEp
0
Q and tαQ′ ∈ τEp
1
Q′.
Then definition 4.1(1,2,3) for Q‖Q′ and P‖P ′ can be es-
tablished.
In the second step, one shows that if (t, R) ∈
φEp
2
(Q‖Q′) then there are failures (t′, R′) ∈ φEp
0
Q and
(t′′, R′′) ∈ φEp
1
Q′ such that t′ = tαQ and t′′ = tαQ′
and R = R′∪R′′. Moreover, if extraction pattern ep ∈ Ep2
is such that R ∩ Srcep /∈ ref ep(tSrcep), then tSrcep ∈
domep (we only note that in the case ep = epi‖ep′i we
have that R ∩ Srcep
i
‖ep′
i
/∈ ref ep
i
‖ep′
i
(tSrcep
i
‖ep′
i
) im-
plies, due to the parallel-compatibility, that R ∩ Srcep
i
/∈
ref ep
i
(tSrcep
i
) or R ∩ Srcep′
i
/∈ ref ep′
i
(tSrcep′
i
), and so
we have that tSrcep
i
∈ domep
i
or tSrcep′
i
∈ domep′
i
).
Then definition 4.1(4,5) for (t, R) can be established using
the corresponding properties of (t′, R′) and (t′′, R′′). 2
Hence the implementation relation is preserved through
parallel composition, under the proviso that the interface
between two implementation processes is governed by
parallel–compatible extraction patterns. Together with the-
orem 6.1, this means that the proposed scheme can be used
to deal with distributed networks of CSP processes.
The final compositionality property concerns non-
deterministic choice. It is included here mainly to illustrate
a point that compositionality of implementations can be ex-
tended to other operators of CSP.
Theorem 6.4 Let Q,Q′, P and P ′ be processes such that
Q {ep
1
,...,ep
n
} P and Q′ {ep′
1
,...,ep′
n
} P
′ ,
where: αQ = αQ′, αP = αP ′ and for each i ≤ n, epi and
ep′i are compatible extraction patterns. Then
Q uQ′ {ep
1
uep′
1
,...,ep
n
uep′
n
} P u P
′ .
Proof outline: Let us denote:
Ep0
df
= {ep1, . . . , epn}
Ep1
df
= {ep′1, . . . , ep
′
n}
Ep2
df
= {ep1 u ep
′
1, . . . , epn u ep
′
n} .
In the first step, one shows that δEp
2
(QuQ′) = ∅, which
can be proven from δEp
0
Q = δEp
1
Q′ = ∅. Furthermore,
one can see that τEp
2
(Q u Q′) = τEp
0
Q ∪ τEp
1
Q′. Then
definition 4.1(1,2,3) for Q u Q′ and P u P ′ can be estab-
lished.
In the second step, one shows that if (t, R) ∈ φEp
2
(Q u
Q′) then, without loss of generality, we have (t, R) ∈
φEp
0
Q, and if R ∩ Srcep
i
uep′
i
/∈ ref ep
i
uep′
i
(tSrcep
i
uep′
i
),
then tSrcep
i
uep′
i
= tSrcep
i
∈ domep
i
⊆ domep
i
uep′
i
.
Then definition 4.1(4,5) for (t, R) can be established. 2
7. Concluding remarks
This paper pursues further the approach we proposed
in [4, 3] for the formalisation of implementation in the pres-
ence of interface difference. For the new scheme, the prop-
erties referred to as compositionality and realisability in the
prior works still hold. Some fundamental extensions have
been obtained.
To begin with, no restrictions are now placed on the class
of specification processes allowed, other than a quite natu-
ral divergence-freedom requirement. Realisability holds in
its purest form, in the sense that implementation in the ab-
sence of interface difference collapses into standard CSP
refinement. Moreover, we can now deal with process net-
works where the one-to-one communication constraint need
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not be adhered to; this allows group communication to be
modelled.
Last but not least, we generalise compositionality results,
through a treatment intended to show that the implementa-
tion relation distributes over the main CSP operators, be-
ginning from non-deterministic choice. Such results are apt
to prove beneficial in the compositional verification of sys-
tems. It is worth noting, in particular, that more general sce-
narios can now be handled than process network topologies
as in Figure 1, where implementation and base processes
are paired in a unique way. For example, in a situation as in
Figure 5 we can apply Theorems 6.3 and 6.1 to prove that
Qnet implements Pnet in a stepwise fashion, by showing
that: (i) Q1 implements P1, and (ii) the parallel composi-
tion of Q2 and Q3, with their mutual interaction hidden,
implements P .
P1 Pa b
Pnet
c
c
6
?
6
?
Q1 Q2 Q3a b
Qnet
Figure 5. Two networks with different topology.
This novel approach is based on introducing operations
over extraction patterns, mimicking (and being compatible
with) the corresponding operations over processes. We feel
this constitutes a first step in the development of an alge-
bra of abstraction for communicating processes in the CSP
model.
In future work, we plan to extend the algebra of extrac-
tion patterns to deal with other commonly used CSP op-
erators, and to develop model checking techniques for the
proposed implementation relation, based on the ideas con-
tained in [3].
A general comparison of the approach presented here
with those of [1, 2, 7, 12, 14] can be found in [3].
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